Step-by-step instructions to review charges associate with a particular applicant
1. Log in to your employer account.

2. Select Benefits Paid Charge Activities.

3. Select Calendar year summary and detail.

4. Select 2021 from the column, Calendar Year.

5. Select 2/2021 from the column, Quarter/Year.

6. The next page will show benefit charge adjustments for all your employees. The easiest way to see that
federal financial relief was applied is to view benefit charges for a particular employee (select the link
under SSN next to the employee’s name).

7. Our accounting system charges you for unemployment benefits paid on a week-by-week basis. Your
employer account allows you to view the details related to each week and any adjustment to that week.
On this screen, you can view adjustments we’ve made to a particular applicant’s benefit charges during
Q2-2021. Here are some key terms that will help you navigate this screen:
•
•
•

Requested Week: the week for which the applicant received unemployment benefits.
Unit: the employer business unit this applicant was reported under on your quarterly wage detail
report (unit numbers are mainly used by employers with multiple locations).
Benefits Paid Charged: The benefits that were charged to your account.

You can use this page to review the adjustments we made to apply federal financial relief to your account.
Here are the adjustments you should expect to see:
•
•
•

We removed 100% of benefit charges associated with the Shared Work Program, if those benefits
were paid for a week that fell between 3/29/20 and 12/31/2020
We removed 100% benefit charges for a week that would have ordinarily been an applicant’s
“nonpayable” week, if that week fell between 3/29/20 and 12/31/2020
We removed 50% of any other benefit charges, if those benefits were paid for a week that fell
between 3/15/2020 and 12/31/2020

If a week of benefits would have normally been a “nonpayable week”, or was paid under the Shared Work
Program, you will see that we removed 100% of the benefit charges for that week. There will be two rows
for that week:
•
•

The first row will have a negative number in the “Benefits Charged” column, showing we removed
the original benefit charge.
The second row will show “$0.00” in benefit charges for the same week.

If the week of benefits was NOT a “nonpayable week” or a Shared Work payment, you will see that we
removed 50% of the benefit charges for the week. There will be two rows for that week:
•
•

The first row will have a negative number in the “Benefits Charged” column, showing we removed
the original benefit charge.
The second row will show a number equal to half of the original benefit charge.

You may also see other adjustments made during the quarter (for example, if an applicant was held
ineligible for benefits after an appeal hearing). These may look a little different, depending on the
circumstances. You can call our customer service line if you have specific questions about a particular
benefit charge.

